
EXAM ECON3810 

 

Part 1: Principal Agent, Risk and performance pay (count 20%) 

Consider a Principal-Agent model with a risk-neutral principal, unobservable effort and observable 

output. Distinguish between the following two cases: 

i) The agent is risk-neutral 

ii) The agent is risk-averse 

How do you expect the wage profiles offered by the principal to differ in those two cases? Discuss in 

which setting you expect a steeper wage profile in terms of performance. Make an argument about the 

effort levels and output levels you expect in both cases. 

 

Suggested solution / Grading guide. 

The model used in the lectures assumes production y, depend on ability a effort e and some random 

shock ε. Thus   y = a + e + ε. 

Agent utility without risk aversion:  u = - exp( - r(w – c(e))),  (sometimes with c(e)=1/2 e2 ) 

Wage depend on productivity which is observable while effort is not.  w=s+by 

Follows that e=b, (or more generally c’(e)=b) 

Principal maximizes expected profit py-w 

Impose Incentive constraint & Participation constraint (utility >0, determine only s) 

Solution b=p / (1+c’’(e)r)  (=   p / (1+r) with quadratic cost) 

Intuitively: With risk aversion, the wage should depend less on output (less steep) since a steeper 

profile will expose the agent to more risk. Since effort is increasing in the slope b, the effort is also 

lower when the agent is risk averse.  

 

We do not ask for a formal model, but at least the answer should state that the wage profile is less 

steep with risk aversion. And it should also be able to make the argument that a less steep profile 

implies lower incentives to effort. Good answers may provide versions of the model above.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Part 2 (Count 80%) 

Write an essay of 3-5 pages (2000-3000 words) on one of the papers below.   

The format of the essay should be like in the mandatory assignment, and the following description is 

like the format description for the mandatory assignment. Note that, due to the short time constraint 

you are not required to read up on the literature, but you are encouraged to discuss the paper relative to 

the papers from the course curriculum 

Every essay should summarize the paper, focusing on set-up, methods and findings. A critical 

discussion should be in all essays.  However, you are free to adjust the order and length of the 

different blocks as it fits your paper and the aspects you want to discuss.  

The following points are suggestions on what to include in the essay.   

a) Summarize the paper. What is the paper about?  What is the main research question and the 

hypothesis?   

b) What kind of study is it (i.e.   observational/experiment/field experiment)? Which kind of data 

do they use? What methods do they use? 

c) Contribution and related course curriculum literature. What is new about the paper and what 

gap do the authors fill? Do their findings complement or challenge the state of the art?  How 

does the paper advance what we know about the topic?  

d) Put the paper into a broad context.  What do we learn about?  Why does it matter? 

e) Conclusion 

 

Use one of the following two paper for Part 2 (NB: Choose only one of them): 

Fehr, Ernst, and Simon Gachter. "Cooperation and punishment in public goods experiments." 

American Economic Review 90.4 (2000): 980-994. 

Gneezy, Uri, Kenneth L. Leonard, and John A. List. "Gender differences in competition: Evidence 

from a matrilineal and a patriarchal society." Econometrica 77.5 (2009): 1637-1664. 

 

 

 

Grading guide: 

The information we gave the students before the exam is given below, also the curriculum. They also 

wrote essays about papers in similar format as part of the mandatory assignment.  

One challenge for the students is to understand what a critical assessment is. Some are overly critic 

based on minor issues, and other criticise when they don’t like the conclusion. In the letter on how to 

prepare the thus emphasized questions such as “are their conclusions supported by their data.” 

We also ask them to relate to the curriculum literature. Cooperation and punishment as well as gender 

are both in the curriculum. Some may also relate to other parts of the curriculum. Thus I have 

included the curriculum below.  

  



Information about the exam and how to prepare. 
 

The exam will be a 24-hour home exam, that should give the same condition 

for everyone independent of where you are in the world. The exam i calibrated 

to 8 hours work, maximum 12 hours. This should allow for a good night’s sleep, 

which is good for your immune system and for later exams.  

 

The exam will be similar to the seminars, including the two first. The main part 

will be to write an essay about a paper. It will be an advantage if you can relate 

the essay to the curriculum papers. 

 

One way to prepare for the exam is to read up on the formal part of the course 

and the seminar problems for the first two seminars. For the last part of the 

exam, a possibility is to write a short essay about each curriculum paper. 

Colloquium over phone, skype or other media may be a good idea. Distribute 

responsibility for some curriculum papers and present them for each other. In 

this case there is a huge benefit from trying to ask critical questions to the 

paper you don’t present yourself. By this I do not mean to be critical to the 

presenter but to the paper: are their conclusion really supported by the data? 

(You are not supposed to demolish the paper. When a paper is published, the 

editor and expert referees find the conclusions sufficiently supported to 

warrant publication. But that does not mean that the paper is perfect.)   

 

Note that some of the curriculum papers are large and we did not focus on all 

the content, so look at the reading guideline videos.  

 

Good luck 

 

Sonja and Kjell Arne 
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